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1 Introduction

We ask you to fill in this survey because you have recently participated in a mobility activity funded by the 
European Union's Erasmus+ programme.

The purpose of the survey is to gather feedback from Erasmus+ participants. This information will be used 
to improve the experience of Erasmus+ participants in the future, to evaluate the project in which you have 
taken part, and to measure the impact of the Programme.

On behalf of the European Commission, we thank you for any information, comments and advice you could 
provide.

2 Identification

The following information has been introduced in the Erasmus+ online reporting tool by the project manager 
at your organisation. If you notice that any information listed below is incorrect, please contact the 
responsible person in your organisation to make a correction.

2.1 First name
See section "Publication and Usage Rights of the Information and of the Email Address" at the end of this 
questionnaire concerning usage of the personal information.

Ilaria 

2.2 Last name

*

*
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Courses and training

See section "Publication and Usage Rights of the Information and of the Email Address" at the end of this 
questionnaire concerning usage of the personal information.

Tanzi

2.3 Activity Type

2.4 Start date

03/07/2023

2.5 End date

14/07/2023

2.6 Sending organisation

Istituto%20Comprensivo%20statale%20di%20scuola%20dell'infanzia,%20primaria%20e%20secondaria%
20di%20primo%20grado%20%22G.%20Marconi%22

2.7 Hosting organisation

ENGLISH MATTERS S.L.

2.8 Mobility ID

79721-MOB-0009

3 General information

3.1 Please briefly describe the activities you have carried out during your mobility period.
2000 character(s) maximum

I followed a training course of 6 hours by day to improve my English. My course name was  "English for 
teachers" (A2- B1). It started on Monday and it ended on Friday for two weeks in Trinity College.
I found accomodation at Trinity College.
During my training course I studied Irish culture, traditions, Irish history, and after training I went out to Dublin 
with my European classmates visiting pubs and local attractions.
 

3.2 What did you learn as a result of participating in your mobility activity? Please try to be specific and 
mention concrete skills that you have improved and knowledge that you have gained.

2000 character(s) maximum

I gained more knowledge about various topics such as: Irish traditional Food and Drinks, Irish Slang, Jobs, 
Hobbies and Free time, Irish Music, Irish Legends and Myths and Dublin attractions.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Yes

Yes

I improved my grammar knowledge.
I also improved my listening and my speaking using teamworking and dialogue in pairs. 
I also improved my English skills through laboratory methodologies such us, team games, team challenges 
and quizzes. I also improved my vocabulary and my pronounce.
I learned new learning methodologies and digital tools for my students.
I also increased my European dimension.

3.3 Were you aware that your mobility was supported by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union?

3.4 Was this the first time you have participated in an Erasmus+ mobility activity?

4 Satisfaction with your mobility experience

4.1 How satisfied are you with your Erasmus+ mobility experience?

Very satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied

Satisfaction

4.3 Please rate the course or training that you have attended. The course rating system and the different 
elements listed below are based on the Erasmus+ course quality standards, which you can read here

Very 
good

Good Acceptable
Low 

quality

Very 
low 

quality

Information and transparency (including: advance 
and complete information; application process; 
preparation; transparent costs; conditions of 
changes and cancellations)

Content and pedagogy (including: quality of 
teaching; inspiring and interactive learning; 
trustworthy, innovative and relevant content; Use 
of digital tools and blended learning)

European dimension (including: European values 
and policies; composition of the group and 
networking opportunities)

Services and facilities (including support to 
participants; qualified staff; duration and schedule 
of the course; venue; inclusion dimension; 
opportunities to provide feedback)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/quality-standards-courses-under-key-action-1-learning-mobility-individuals_en
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No

Yes, but I needed more preparation

Yes

Yes, publish my rating together with my name

Follow-up (including: continued learning; 
facilitating institutional impact; certification of 
learning outcomes)

4.4 Do you agree to have your rating published in the Erasmus+ online course catalogue? Publishing your 
rating will help future Erasmus+ participants choose their course. To have your rating published, you need 
to provide the ID number of your course to the project manager at your sending organisation. You can find 
your course ID number in the Erasmus+ course catalogue, in your course certificate, or in other course 
materials. Please note that the Erasmus+ online course catalogue is currently under development so your 
course rating may not be published immediately.

I have read and agree to the privacy policy applicable to the Erasmus+ course catalogue. For 
participants in school education and vocational education and training projects privacy policy is available here
. For participants in adult education projects, privacy policy is available here

4.5 Were you satisfied with the following arrangements for your mobility activity

Very 
satisfied

Satisfied Dissatisfied
Very 

dissatisfied

Overall organisation of the activity in terms of 
logistics and practical arrangements

Travel arrangements

Accommodation

Insurance coverage and information about 
insurance

My questions (or complaints) were addressed in 
a timely and helpful way

5 Preparation and hosting arrangements

5.1 Before departing for your mobility activity, did you receive any preparation, training or information about 
the destination country and the hosting organisation?

5.2 Was this preparation and information useful to you?

5.3 Did you receive contact information of someone at your sending organisation to request help in case of 
an emergency?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/en/pub/privacy-policy.htm
https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/en/pub/privacy-policy.htm
https://epale.ec.europa.eu/en/privacy-statement
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Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

5.4 Did you receive contact information of someone at your hosting organisation to request help in case of 
an emergency?

5.6 As far as you are aware, did any other organisations (apart from your sending and hosting 
organisations) take part in the setting up and implementation of your mobility activity? For example, such 
additional organisations can identify themselves as 'supporting organisations' or 'intermediaries'.

5.8 Have you been asked by your sending organisation (or another organisation working with the sending 
organisation) to pay a fee in order to participate in your mobility activity?

5.10 Before departing, did you know what to expect during your mobility period (what you were going to do 
and what you were expected to learn)?

6 Results of your mobility activity

6.1 Do you think that you have benefited from your participation in Erasmus+ learning mobility?

6.2 In which ways do you think you have benefited from your mobility period:
Multiple answers are possible

I have learned or improved practical skills relevant for my current job and for my professional development.
I have improved my knowledge of the subject I am teaching and of my professional field.
I have improved my organisational, management and leadership skills.
I have improved my career opportunities.

In the next question, we ask you about your 'European sense of belonging'. This expression refers to your 
feeling of being European, belonging to the same community as other Europeans, and sharing common 
identity, culture and values with them.

6.4 Do you think that you have an increased European sense of belonging after your participation in 
Erasmus+ learning mobility?

7 Erasmus+ priorities

*

*

*

*

*

*
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No

Yes

English

Questions in this section are linked to the overall political priorities of the Erasmus+ programme: inclusion 
and diversity, environmental sustainability, digital education, and participation in democratic life. Your 
replies will be useful to measure the results of Erasmus+ at a larger scale.

7.1 Do you agree with the following statements? As a result of my mobility activity...
Multiple answers are possible

I have learned more about environmental, climate and sustainability issues.
I have changed my habits to become more sustainable.
I have a better understanding of the diversity in my society.
I am more committed to work against discrimination, intolerance, xenophobia and racism.
I am more interested in participating in elections, in other democratic processes, and in the life of my local 
community.
I have learned more about Europe, the European Union and European values.
I have learned more about new and useful ways to apply digital technology.
I am eager to use more digital technologies in my studies or work.

8 Language learning

8.1 Main language used during mobility

8.2 Do you think that you have improved your skills in the main language used during your mobility period?

8.3 Did you receive any support to improve your language skills before or during your mobility period (for 
example: a language course, language learning materials, language coaching)?

9 Comments

9.1 Do you have any other comments about your Erasmus+ mobility experience? Are there any specific 
positive or negative aspects that you would like to mention?

2000 character(s) maximum

No, I think it was a wonderful opportunity for my professional development

10 Usage rights

*

*

*

*
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10.1 I am willing to share my experience to help other people interested in applying for or participating in 
Erasmus+. I agree that the National Agency or the European Commission (or another organisation working 
on their behalf) can contact me for this purpose.

Yes
No

10.2 I agree that the contents of this survey can be published by the National Agency or the European 
Commission as part of communication about the Erasmus+ programme

Yes, including my name
Yes, but make me anonymous
No

10.3 I agree that my email address can be used to contact me for studies related to the Erasmus+ 
programme or other matters linked to European education and training policies.

Yes
No

Contact

http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/contact/national-agencies_en

*

*




